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Realio is a blockchain-based digital private equity firm providing a 
platform for creating, managing, and investing in digital assets. 

Realio's platform utilizes blockchain technology to offer a range of services, including 
tokenization, digital asset issuance, and secondary market trading. It also hosts a 
variety of applications, including Districts and forthcoming Freehold wallet.

Realio aims to democratize access to alternative investments by providing a 
platform for asset owners to create and manage digital securities, and for investors to 
trade those securities on a secondary market. Realio's platform also includes features 
such as KYC/AML compliance, investor accreditation, and investor management tools.

Realio's mission is to create a more efficient and transparent financial system that 
empowers investors and issuers.



Roadmap



realio.network

● Validators & Delegators voted to pass Prop 7, which 
enables the multistaking module on the Realio 
Network.

● Originally, the Network was created as a dual-staking 
Network for $RIO and $RST only. With this upgrade, we 
can now support various types of tokens, including 
RWAs, evolving the Network to the interchain.  

● This creates an ecosystem built for RWAs, secured by 
RWAs.

RWA Enabled Staking

https://realio.network/


Realio Network DApp 

Staking & 
Governance
Live

app.realio.network

https://app.realio.network/


55 million RIO/RST bonded

49+ validators and 
growing who are bonding 
$RIO and $RST

explorer.realio.network

5.9+ million blocks 
processed

https://explorer.realio.network/


Liquid Mining Fund ($LMX) is a fully 

tokenized special-purpose vehicle 

that provides investors exposure to 

Bitcoin mining, focusing on 

immersion cooling technology and 

sustainable power sources such as 

hydroelectric.

liquidmining.fund 

https://liquidmining.fund/


$LMX P2P Marketplace

● Functioning as an OTC market

● Being non-custodial and not having deposits or 
escrow, every transaction is peer-to-peer with no 
counterparty risk, no intermediating participants

● With transparent pricing, the price shown by the 
seller is the price you get, without slippage, front 
running, or price manipulation

● Flexible swaps enable that each swap is between 
two parties, two tokens, and a smart contract, 
meaning any standardized digital asset can be 
swapped at a custom price and at any size

A P2P marketplace for the Liquid Mining Fund ($LMX) on 
the Realio Platform that facilitate direct transactions and 
interactions between LMX holders.

liquidmining.fund 

https://liquidmining.fund/


A non-custodial, multi-chain 
DeFi wallet app

freehold.finance

Our infrastructure is a hybrid design that builds 
transactions with complexity seamlessly, while 
giving control of private keys to users, making it 
manageable on any device without storing the 
keys on an unsecure mobile phone.

http://freehold.finance


Districts is a virtual world mirroring Earth, offering an 
innovative avenue for everyone to own, build, and earn 
from virtual land while shaping the cities of the future. We 
will provide creative professionals and real estate 
enthusiasts with cutting-edge tools and collaborative 
spaces to push the boundaries of digital design. 

Through the power of decentralized technology combined 
with our unique 'Land Bank' mechanism, we will create new 
investment opportunities, fostering a dynamic digital 
economy.

districts.xyz 

https://districts.xyz
https://districts.xyz


Districts will launch with 
LandRush event, where 
virtual parcels will be 
available to claim. 

We will gradually unveil 
Districts, based on fair 
voting mechanisms.

districts.xyz 

Land Sale Progress

https://districts.xyz


Realio Platform

Enhancements



The Realio Investment Platform 

utilizes blockchain technology 

to offer a range of services, 

including tokenization, digital 

asset issuance, and secondary 

market trading. It provides 

asset owners the ability to 

create and manage digital 

securities and allows investors 

to trade those securities on a 

secondary market. 

Investment Platform Overview app.realio.fund



In our continuous effort to comply with 

regulatory standards and elevate our 

platform's security, we have updated our KYC 

partner in the Realio Investment Platform.

Identity Verification is required for anyone who 

wants to interact with regulated functions and 

tokens.

Identity Verification app.realio.fund
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